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While South Asian economies grew robustly recently, many
challenges remain:


Poverty incidence still high;



Deficits in infrastructure, human and institutional capacity;



Low connectivity within and with outside the region.



South Asia is one of the least integrated regions in Asia/ World



Ranks lowest or near bottom among subregions for key RCI
indicators.

Subregion

Intraregional
Trade Share %

Time to Import
(hours)

LPI Score (% of
EU)

RCI Index
(Composite)

South Asia

5.8

323.0

80.3

0.425

Central Asia

7.0

71.0

57.3

0.351

Southeast Asia

22.8

105.0

85.9

0.590

East Asia

36.9

93.0

95.8

0.553

6.9

153.0

55.9

0.531

Indicators‐ 2016
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Empirical proof of this from various studies:


Land transport costs 7X more than sea transport for the same
distance;



Poor infrastructure accounts for 60% of transport costs of landlocked
countries; only 40% in coastal countries;



Time cost of goods in transit for a day = 0.8% ad valorem tariff;



Trade of Bangladesh+ India to fall 40-70% if transport costs go up
100%;



Improving infrastructure by 1% to raise Bangladesh+ India trade by
0.5%;



Reducing transport cost in Asia by 10% will raise trade by 1.0%;



TF reforms can raise intraregional trade more (75%) compared to
increases in trade with the rest of the world (25%);



A 1% reduction in trade transaction costs to raise GDP by 0.25- 0.40%.
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Key BIMSTEC Trade Routes
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Established in 2001 with Bangladesh, Bhutan, India and Nepal as
members; Maldives & Sri Lanka joined in 2014, Myanmar in 2017



Enables cooperation to address various development constraints



ADB is the secretariat and lead supporter



Institution light, projects-heavy: Nodal Officials, Working Groups



Flexible, Multi-track, Multi-speed, Building Block approach



Since 2011 focus on 3 sectors- Transport, Trade Facilitation,
Energy



SASEC portfolio: 47 projects worth $9.2 billion; ADB- $5.8 billion;
SASEC governments/ cofinanciers- $3.4 billion



Transport sector accounts for 31 projects (worth $7.3 billion)
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Transport Priorities
 Roads: Linking National Systems, Upgrading capacity
of international corridors, Improving border facilities;
 Railways: Improving international connectivity (e.g.
between India and Bangladesh);
 Ports: More efficient handling, Greater capacity;
 Airports: Address terminal congestion, Boost runway
capacity.
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SASEC Transport Corridors
SAARC Corridors 4, 8
a. Bangladesh‐ Dhaka NW Corridor,
Banglabandha‐Mongla/ Chittagong
b. Bhutan‐ Nanglam‐Dewathang, Pasakha
Access Rd./ Phuentsholing Mini‐Dry Port
c. India‐ Panitanki‐Fulbari/ Jaigaon‐
Changrabandha, LCS, West Bengal NS
Corridor
d. Nepal‐ Strategic Roads Improvement
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SASEC Transport
Improving intra‐ and inter‐
subregional connectivity
SASEC‐Myanmar Corridor
a. Bangladesh‐ Sylhet‐Sheola/ Gundum‐Chatta
b. India‐ Imphal‐Moreh (with Myanmar)/
Silchar‐Karimganj (with Bangladesh)

Other SASEC Transport Projects
(Bridge, Rail, Port)

Strategic Thrusts

Components

Goals

Mission

SASEC Trade Facilitation Strategic Framework
Providing the software to connectivity
Increased trade, including intra‐regional trade,
of SASEC Countries
More efficient, transparent, secure and service‐oriented trade
in SASEC Countries
Customs

Standards

Border
Facilities

Transport
Facilitation

Simplify &
expedite border
formalities,
increase ICT
applications,
develop NSWs

Identify SPSsensitive
products,
Strengthen
National
Conformity
Assessment
Boards

Strengthen
cross-border
facilities

Develop & pilot
transport
facilitation
arrangements
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Enhanced cooperation and coordination mechanisms
9

SASEC Energy
Deepening regional transmission grid, hydropower, and energy markets
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SASEC Development Results:





Roads: Upgraded almost 4,000 kilometers (km.);
Railways: Upgraded over 1,000 km.;
Ports: 19,000 TEUs capacity added;
Borders: 4 border crossing points modernized; 60 border
agencies automated;
 Transport Facilitation: Trial Runs held under BBIN and IMT
MVA; Piloting ECTS (with UNESCAP) in key SASEC Corridors;
 Customs: Capacity building in core customs areas (customs
valuation, risk assessment, NSW) in line with RKC and WTO‐TFA
 Transmission Lines: Built/ upgraded over 3,200 km for cross‐
border power trade & electrifying over 48,000 rural households
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Strategic Objectives: ‘Increase trade and economic
cooperation within South Asia, create links to East Asia
and Southeast Asia, and promote sustained and inclusive
economic growth through regional cooperation’




SASEC connectivity agenda aligned with SAARC and BIMSTEC
Updated and aligned project pipelines
Enhance physical multimodal transport connectivity – road, railway,
port



Expand transport and trade facilitation from land-based to sea-borne
facilitation



Enhance power trade and diversify energy supply, and increase
energy reliability



Promote synergies between economic corridors, optimize
development impacts through better cross-border linkages
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Transport

Energy





Upgrading roads along major routes,
better rail connectivity;

Improve interconnections to access
power/ gas resources;



Developing deep sea ports, reduce
container dwell times;

Harness hydropower and develop low
carbon energy (solar, wind);



Better access, reduce congestion at
border crossings.

Facilitate regional coordination
mechanisms and knowledge sharing

Economic Corridor Development

Promoting seamless multimodality:




Trade Facilitation


Customs-related measures (land and sea
operations);



Better processes/ automation for
border/inland facilities/ logistics/ ports;



Improve border agency operations,
especially for SPS/ TBT and NSW;
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Involves linking transport/ TF efforts
with multi-sector investments;



Objective: promote synergies between
economic corridors across countries.

The SASEC Operational Plan has identified over 200 potential priority projects
worth over $200 billion.
Transport: 128 projects costing $63 billion; Trade Facilitation: 21 projects
costing $474 million; Energy: 74 projects costing $58 billion
Implementation: (i) Country ownership, partnership; (ii) Align projects/

priorities across sectors; (iii) Stakeholder partnerships; (iv) Resource
mobilization; etc.
Updating of the SASEC Operational Plan is ongoing, to reflect changes in
country priorities, account for Myanmar’s participation in SASEC, and identify
projects needed to realize the SASEC Vision Synergies.
ADB’s pipeline for next three years: Total of 20 projects worth over $3.0 billion.
Substantial gap envisaged in terms of financial and technical resources.
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Thank you!
SASEC webpage:
https://www.sasec.asia/
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